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As of June 2012, several of the works in Outdoor Sculpture Garden have been placed in storage and one work has been covered for its protection for the duration of the construction project on Northwestern’s south campus. Sculptures will be back on view after project completion, scheduled for 2015.

■ = Still on view  □ = Removed  △ = Covered
1. **Joan Miró** (Spanish, 1893–1983)
   *Monument Erected in the Middle of the Ocean to the Glory of the Wind (Monument dressé en pleine ocean a la gloire du vent)*, 1967
   Cast bronze
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.6

2. **Jacques Lipchitz** (French, born Lithuania, 1891–1973)
   *Musical Instruments with Composte and Pear (Instruments de musique avec compotier et poire)*, 1922
   Cast bronze
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.5

3. **Irwin Kremen** (American, born 1925)
   *Late American Gothic*, 1990
   Mixed iron and steel
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Purchased with funds donated by Robert C. Carson, in memory of Benton J. Underwood, formerly Professor of Psychology at Northwestern University, and by Jennifer and Jack Stenner in honor of Dr. Benjamin and Claire Wright, 2000.13

   *Subjects-Objects*, 2000
   Cast bronze
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, For Phyllis Weil Ellis in appreciation of her devotion and dedication to the growth of the Block Museum, Paul H. Leffmann, 2000.2.7

5. **Henry Moore** (British, 1898–1986)
   *Interior Form*, 1981
   Cast bronze
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.8

6. **Peter Regnino** (American, born 1945)
   *Untitled*, 1979
   Welded steel
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Selig D. Sacks in honor of Saul and Juanita Kaye, 1987.3

7. **Wolfgang Paalen** (Austrian, 1905–1959)
   *Untitled (Ohne Titel)*, 1945, cast in 1986
   Cast bronze
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift in memory of Janet Rosso, Docent and Friend, 1997.27

8. **Virgino Ferrari** (Italian, born 1937)
   *Armonia*, 1963
   Cast bronze
   Pick-Staiger Concert Hall, Northwestern University, Donated in memory of Albert Pick Jr.

9. **Bryan Hunt** (American, born 1947)
   *Small Twist II*, 1978
   Cast bronze
   Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Paul H. Leffmann, 1999.5.2

10. **Hans Arp** (French, born Germany, 1887–1966)
    *Resting Leaf (Feuille se reposant)*, 1959
    Cast bronze
    Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.1

11. **George Sugerman** (American, born 1912)
    *For Watteau*, 1984
    Painted aluminum
    Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Mrs. Robert B. Mayer in memory of her husband, 1988.9

12. **Virgino Ferrari** (Italian, born 1937)
    *Prism in Two Elements*, 1979–80
    Cast bronze
    Northwestern University, Donated in memory of Albert Pick Jr., 1979

13. **Araldo Pomodoro** (Italian, born 1926)
    *Constructed Cylinder (Cilindro Construito)*, 1969
    Cast bronze with polished surface
    Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block in memory of Cora B. Block, 1985.159

14. **Barbara Hepworth** (British, 1903–1975)
    *Curved Form (Bryher II)*, 1961
    Cast bronze with stainless steel strings
    Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.2

15. **Jean Ipousteguy** (French, born 1920)
    *Man Going through a Door (Homme poussant une porte)*, 1966
    Cast bronze
    Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.4

16. **Barbara Hepworth** (British, 1903–1975)
    *Two Forms (Divided Circle)*, 1969
    Cast bronze
    Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.3

17. **Joan Miró** (Spanish, 1893–1983)
    *Constellation*, 1971 (cast 1973)
    Cast bronze
    Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, Northwestern University, Gift of Leigh B. Block, 1988.3.7